
Written exam in the study of EonomisLINEAR MODELSMonday, June 25, 2012.(3 hours written exam. All ususal aids allowed (i.e. books, notes et.), butit is neither allowed bringing any eletroni alulator nor using any othereletroni equipment. Open book exam.)The language of the exam is English.



KØBENHAVNS UNIVERSITETS ØKONOMISKE INSTITUT2012Su-2LM exExamination in Linear ModelsMonday, June 25, 2012.This is a 3 hour examination (2 pages with a total of 4 exerises).It is allowed using textbooks, notes and personal notes. It is stritly prohib-ited using alulators or as tools.Problem 1. In R
n, n > 4, the 3 vetors u1, u2 and u3 form a basis for asubspae U . Moreover, the vetors u4 and u5 are given by u4 = u1 + u2 + u3and u5 = u1 + u2 − u3.(1) Determine the oordinates of u4+u5 with respet to the basis u1, u2, u3in U .(2) Let the linear mapping S : U → U be given by Su1 = u2 + u3, S(u1 +

u2) = u4 and Su3 = u2. Determine the matrix orresponding to S withrespet to the basis u1, u2, u3 in U .(3) Show that S is bijetive, and �nd S−1u2.(4) Show that u1, u2, u4 also form a basis for U .(5) Find the matrix orresponding to S with respet to the basis u1, u2, u4for U .Problem 2.The 3 × 3−matrix A has the eigenvalues 1, 2 and 3, with orrespondingeigenvetors (−2, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1) and (1, 1, 1).(1) Determine one of the possible versions of the matrix A.(2) Find the matrix ln(A) (where ln denotes the natural logarithm).(3) Show that A is invertible and that ln(A) is not invertible.(4) Find the eigenvalues for A−n, where n is a natural number.



Problem 3.(1) Calulate the integral ∫ sin(x) sin(2x) cos(3x)dx.(2) Solve the equation 6z2 − 12z + 12 = 0.Problem 4.We onsider the series
∞∑

n=0

(1− x2)n.(1) Find the values of x for whih the series is onvergent.(2) Find an expression for the funtion f(x) =
∑

∞

n=0
(1− x2)n.(3) Determine the range, R(f), for the funtion f .(4) Find an expression for the funtion g(x) =

∑
∞

n=0
(n+ 1)(1− x2)n.


